### 1H: Circumstances of life
1. First part of life
2. Second part of life
3. Third part of life

### 2H: Source(s) of $
1. First part of life
2. Second part of life
3. Third part of life

### 3H:
1. Older siblings
2. Middle
3. Young
   
   (*Omar reverses these; also, authority of people near you/coworkers*)

### 4H:
1. father
2. home/land; inheritance from the living
3. endings/how you finish things

### 5H:
1. children and their life
2. sensual pleasures
3. honors you may receive

### 6H:
1. illness
2. servants and employees
3. success from one’s efforts + small animals/pets

### 7H:
1. intimate partner(s)
2. open enemies/conflicts
3. associations/partnerships

### 8H:
1. nature of one’s death
2. interest in ancestors (*Brady*)
3. $ from others/inheritance from the dead

### 9H:
1. journeys/pilgrimages
2. relationship to religion
3. wisdom/augury/astrology

### 10H:
1. work and status
2. leadership skills
3. stability of position

### 11H:
1. faith (*Zoller*)/ trust(*Dykes*)/
   fidelity
2. friends and their nature
3. success of collective ventures

### 12H:
1. hidden enemies (frenemies!)
2. slavery/labors/hard work
3. powerlessness + beasts of burden (animals that are ridden)